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I bought this book mainly for my 5th grader to have as a study resource for her science class. She

has used it to look up some formulas and read some basic information related to labs she has done

in school. Most of the subject matter covered is way beyound her 5th grade science class and lab.

However, she has enjoyed sitting and just browsing through the book, as it is colorful and very

detailed with loads of great drawings/illustrations. I am happy with this use for her right now, as it is

just helping to get her interested and curious about science. The table of contents is well laid out.

And the book covers the topics pretty thoroughly. It is definitely more of an encyclopedia of science,

as it goes way beyond just giving definitions for scientific terms.My 3rd grader has also spent some

time with this book. Again, I think because of the colors, all of the lovely graphics/illustions and the

layout peeks his interest. We have sat together and looked at the period table and discussed some

of the elements. And he goes off with the book and just sits and reads through different passages

for fun.I am a chemist and was very impressed with the chemistry section as well as the other



sections. The tables, images/illustrations and text size are all great, making it easy to read and

enjoyable to read as well.This is a pretty good sized book. I expected it to be smaller and contain

less information. So I was very pleasantly surprised when the book arrive.So far, the cover has held

up very well, which is important to me. My kids, especially my son, can really wear books out. And

this one has a nice coating on the cover, so even though it is paperback, it is much sturdier than a

normal paper back book. It is really almost like a thin plastic cover.This book exceeded my

expection as far as what all it contains and the quality of the book itself. Osborne really does a great

job with its art books, and now I see they do a great job with their science books (and math also...we

have bought and enjoy that one as well!) as well. The fact that this book covers so much makes it a

really wonderful deal. I know my kids will find this book useful for many, many years to come.

This book gives a simplified explanations for many topics in science. It covers biology, chemistry,

and physics. It also includes detailed drawings for many topics. The explanations are simple enough

that many 8th graders are able to understand them. As a science teacher I love this book. I makes

rewording topics for students to understand a breeze. It was also a good refresher for any topics I

hadn't studied in a while.

Great book full of information that has kept my son reading it for hours on end and sharing with his

friends.

The information contained is beautifully illustrated. It is becoming my favorite reference guide for

planning next year's homeschooling "Anatomy" adventure. Standard Usbourne quality, like I've

come to expect.

Using this book as reference for Homeschool teaching and it is a great reference for Science needs.

My 6th grader likes it.

This is a terrific reference. We're using it as supplemental material for accelerated middle school

science. Just terrifically organized and clear.

Still using this dictionary years later.... well worth it!

Terrific
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